Helper-dependent adenoviral vectors containing modified fiber for improved transduction of developing and mature muscle cells.
Adenoviruses (Ads) have shown great utility as vectors for the delivery of genes to mammalian cells, partly because of their ability to infect a wide range of different cell types independent of the replicative state of the cell. However, Ads do not transduce mature muscle efficiently because of low levels of the natural viral primary receptor, the coxsackie virus and adenovirus receptor, on the surface of adult muscle cells. In this study, we have addressed whether incorporation of polylysine [p(K)] or arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) placed in the H-I loop of the adenoviral fiber protein can improve helper-dependent Ad vector (hdAd) transduction of mature muscle cells. We show that incorporation of the p(K) motif into the fiber of early region 1 (E1)-deleted Ad results in enhanced transduction of undifferentiated and differentiated C2C12 cells relative to a virus, containing a wild-type fiber (12- and 21-fold enhancement, respectively). Incorporation of the RGD motif resulted in only a 60-70% increase in transduction efficiency in these cells. The two fiber modifications were then incorporated into helper viruses for use in the Cre-lox system for generating hdAd, and the resulting retargeted Ad vectors, which encoded the beta-galactosidase reporter gene (beta-Gal), demonstrated enhanced transduction of C2C12 cells in culture. Although hdAdpK also showed enhanced infection of mature mouse muscle in vivo, hdAdRGD did not. All hdAd vectors elicited only minor anti-Ad immune responses, compared with an E1-deleted control vector, but each vector elicited strong anti-beta-Gal immunoreactivity. Our results demonstrate that hdAd with modified cell tropism can be generated efficiently and, in the case of polylysine-modified hdAd, can lead to improved transduction of adult muscle cells in vivo.